In this paper, we propose a new hybrid network solution based on asynchronous optical code-division multiple-access (OCDMA) and free-space optical (FSO) technologies for last-mile access networks, where fiber deployment is impractical. The architecture of the proposed hybrid OCDMA-FSO network is thoroughly described. The users access the network in a fully asynchronous manner by means of assigned fast frequency hopping (FFH)-based codes. In the FSO receiver, an equal gain-combining technique is employed along with intensity modulation and direct detection. New analytical formalisms for evaluating the average bit error rate (ABER) performance are also proposed. These formalisms, based on the spatially correlated gamma-gamma statistical model, are derived considering three distinct scenarios, namely, uncorrelated, totally correlated, and partially correlated channels. Numerical results show that users can successfully achieve error-free ABER levels for the three scenarios considered as long as forward error correction (FEC) algorithms are employed. Therefore, OCDMA-FSO networks can be a prospective alternative to deliver high-speed communication services to access networks with deficient fiber infrastructure.
Introduction
Optical code-division multiple-access (OCDMA) has been regarded as a prominent architecture in emerging flexible, robust and high capacity passive optical networks (PONs) that support integration of diversified data traffic types and increased bandwidth [1] [2] [3] . The success of this technology is mainly due its ability of sharing the underlying network resources among their users. As a result, a variety of networking applications such as interactive e-learning, ehealth, video-on-demand, multiplayer on-line games, and 4K ultra HD video streaming have now become available to a larger number of people. Notwithstanding PONs are one of the most successful broadband access architectures being deployed worldwide, although their deployment in remote locations still pose some difficulties (such as geographical, site access rights, high cost, and so on).
On another note, free-space optical (FSO) networks have been considered as an attractive alternative to provide high-speed communication services where fiber infrastructure deployment is impractical or deficient [4] . FSO communication systems have received considerable research efforts over the past years [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] mainly due to their inherent potential transmission capacity (much higher than that offered by radio transmission technologies). Furthermore, their narrow beam widths along with their license-free operation (as opposed to license paid microwave systems) make FSO systems appropriate candidates for secure, high-data-rate, and costeffective wide-bandwidth communications. However, both atmospheric turbulence-induced fading (usually called scintillation) and strong path-loss constitute the major impairments associated to those links, limiting the application of FSO communication systems to shortrange links. Several techniques have been proposed in the literature to mitigate these issues, such as temporal diversity [10], wavelength diversity [11] and spatial diversity [12, 13] . However, wavelength diversity techniques are considered less effective for atmospheric optical communication systems since turbulence on link performance remains almost unchanged for all optical wavelengths [11] . Whilst temporal diversity usually requires a longer signal processing time. Hence, spatial diversity becomes an attractive candidate for FSO communication, being one of the most commonly adopted.
Despite the propagation issues mentioned above, FSO networks have been successfully applied in metro-access network extension [14] , enterprise connectivity [6, 15] , last mile access [16] and ship-to-ship and aircraft-to-ground communications [17] . More interestingly, FSO networks become especially more attractive when combined with OCDMA networks [18] [19] [20] . Thanks to OCDMA inherent spread spectrum feature, the physical bandwidth of the medium can be increased when multiplexing various information channels simultaneously with the use of spreading codes. OCDMA has also several other remarkable features, such as soft-capacity on-demand, high scalability and support for multirate as well as symmetric bandwidth support for up-and downlinks [1, 2, 20] . The use of coding schemes grants to OCDMA networks a higher level of data security and asynchronism if compared to other network technologies. Therefore, the combination of OCDMA and FSO systems not only improves the transmission capacity and the security level of the system, it also helps preserve the major aspect of both technologies, namely asynchronous transmission operation. Moreover, it can be seen as a prospective solution to deliver high-bandwidth services to last-mile access networks where the provision of broadband technologies has not been feasible so far.
The first experimental demonstration of an OCDMA-FSO network was reported in [21] , proving that this technology can be successfully implemented. In fact, this approach may become part of the well-known next-generation FSO system [4, 6, 22] which consists of transmitting an optical beam from a fiber termination point over the atmospheric channel. Afterwards, in the receiver side, the light will be directly coupled into an optical fiber core. Hence, the need to convert the optical signal from electrical to optical formats or vice-versa for transmitting or receiving through the atmospheric channel is removed. As a result, data rates as high as 1 Tb/s and beyond are possible to achieve [15, 23] .
In this paper, a novel asynchronous OCDMA-FSO network architecture based on a FFH coding scheme is proposed as a hybrid solution for access networks. New analytical formalisms for evaluating the average bit error rate (ABER) performance are also proposed. These formalisms, based on the spatially correlated gamma-gamma statistical model for the FSO link, are derived considering three distinct scenarios, namely, uncorrelated and totally correlated (both considered as limiting cases) channels, and partially correlated channels (usually considered a more generic case). Although the first two scenarios are a particular case of the third, they help us to establish important parameters of this hybrid system. For instance, the uncorrelated channel allows us to estimate the maximum possible benefit with the spatial diversity technique, while the totally correlated channel can be thought of as a system with solely one receiver without any spatial diversity scheme.
In addition, the new ABER expressions are validated via Monte Carlo simulations. In all scenarios, an equal gain-combining (EGC) technique is employed for combining the received irradiance collected in each receiving aperture lens. The ABER performance evaluation of the OCDMA-FSO network clearly shows that for all three scenarios error-free transmission can be achieved by means of FEC algorithms.
To the best of the authors' knowledge, this is the first report on the performance of asynchronous hybrid OCDMA-FSO networks. This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 lays out the hybrid OCDMA-FSO network architecture featuring also the FFH coding process carried out in the OCDMA users' signals. Section 3, by its turn, describes the correlated scintillation effects on FSO channels as well as the spatial diversity reception technique. The analytical formalisms for new closed-form ABER expressions are derived in Section 4. Finally, Section 5 presents relevant results regarding the proposed network under three previously mentioned scenarios and some concluding remarks are presented in 6.
OCDMA-FSO network description
One of the main purposes of this paper is to propose a new solution to geographically remote access networks based on a combined OCDMA-FSO technology and assuming that a spatial diversity technique is implemented in the receiver side.
Initially, regarding only the optical fiber channel of this hybrid network, the OCDMA part is arranged in a star topology connecting all users to the multiple access channel via optical fibers, as illustrated in Fig. 1 , where each user has a transmitter and receiver (blue blocks).
At each transmitter, as shown in Fig. 2(a) , the data information bits from each user (purple block) are on-off keying (OOK) modulated (green block) using a broadband source (grey block). Incoherent broadband optical sources such as light-emitting diode (LED) and amplified spontaneous emission (ASE) have low cost and are normally employed for modulation [24, 25] . Sequentially, the optical signal is encoded simultaneously in sequential time slots and disjoint wavelength subbands by the OCDMA encoder (orange block). Figure 2 Succeeding the code sequences assignment to users, the passive star coupler combines the output signals of the transmitters and provides access to the fiber channel as seen in Fig. 1 . After being transmitted through the OCDMA channel, the desired user's signal arrives with multipleaccess interference (MAI) at the free-space transmitter. Here, it is considered that all optical fiber non-idealities are appropriately compensated. Nonetheless, the simple superposition of users' signals in the star coupler produces MAI, which is delivered to each user by the splitter (at the fiber channel receiver side). Next, the signal is transmitted through the FSO channel, where signal attenuation/fading may occur due to absorption, scattering and scintillation. In fact, the turbulence-induced scintillation can affect both the signal intensity and phase, therefore deteriorating the transmitted signal. Despite it, the OCDMA network does not modify the signal phase since it employs incoherent modulation and encoding techniques where the intensity of an optical signal is encoded by unipolar codes.
Finally, at the receiver side, the FSO receiver collects the transmitted signal and a passive star splitter delivers the signals to each user receiver. The OCDMA decoder then removes the temporal and wavelength translation introduced in the encoder [realigning the desired signal into a single pulse, see Figs. 3(a) and 3(b)]. After being decoded, the signal is directly detected by a photodetector (PD), where its electrical output signal is then integrated over the chip period (yellow block) under the suited time slot, and finally compared to a threshold level by a threshold decision device (green block). Accordingly, after these steps the signal recovery is finally completed. It is noteworthy that only the additional energy generated by the MAI within the chip period at which the autocorrelation peak is formed has an impact on the overall OCDMA network performance [2] . It is worth mentioning that feasible photodetectors with large bandwidths for data recovery are available for practical FFH-OCDMA network deployment as described in [26] . Furthermore, the encoders and decoders are composed of multiple Bragg gratings (MBGs)arrays [2, 27, 28] . The MBGs-based passive all-optical signal (de)coding allows practical implementation of FFHbased OCDMA networks. The gratings spectrally and temporally slice an incoming broadband pulse into several components generating FFH patterns according to a previously established code sequence. The Bragg gratings produce the frequency spectrum slicing whereas their spatial positions produce the respective time delays. On the other hand, the wavelengths at the decoder are positioned in reverse order with respect to the encoder in order to accomplish the matched filter decoding function. Interested readers should refer to [27] for further details on the passive optical FFH encoder/decoder. Therefore, an exclusive code sequence with weight W and length L, in which each chip signaling slot occupies one wavelength, is assigned to each user. It is worth pointing out that in FFH-OCDMA networks changing L modifies the code weight W at the same instance [27, 29] . The total number of simultaneous users in the network is U and the chip duration of all users' codes is assumed constant and is given by
Finally, without any loss of generality, deleterious noise sources such as optical channel impairments and time jitter are neglected since the main focus is on the MAI among the users' codes, generally considered as the dominant noise source in OCDMA networks [1, 2] . 
Atmospheric spatially correlated channels
Atmospheric optical communication networks are receiving considerable attention recently in secure and high-speed transmissions. Normally, the propagation of the optical beam in FSO networks is affected due to fluctuations in both intensity and phase of the waves [5] , even under clear sky conditions. Such turbulent process happens owing to the time varying inhomogeneities in the atmosphere refractive index. By its turn, the refractive index of the atmosphere changes as a direct consequence of temperature and pressure variations.
Consequently, a turbulent atmosphere may fade the optical beam irradiance propagated through FSO channels [5, 12, 13] . This turbulent-induced fading, also known as scintillation, degrades the average bit-error rate (BER), hence limiting FSO channels performance. Nevertheless, the spatial diversity reception technique [30] can be employed to mitigate these degrading effects since its spatial diversity redundancy enhances the FSO channel performance. Usually, the performance degradation is evaluated via the probability density function (PDF) of the irradiance. Among many irradiance PDF models available in the literature, one of the most accepted is the gamma-gamma (GG) one [5, 31] , which considers the optical scintillation as a conditional random process [5, 31, 32] .
A closed-form PDF expression for the sum of correlated GG distributed irradiances (at the FSO channel receiver side) considering both a spatial diversity reception with N apertures and an EGC diversity technique was derived in [33] . This spatial diversity reception is also considered here as illustrated in the FSO channel in Fig. 4 .
Assuming OOK, IM/DD modulation and detection technique, and identical N aperture receiver lenses, the received optical irradiance, I rx , can be expressed as a sum of the individual contributions received by every single receiver aperture as follows:
Each individual contribution can be seen as a product of the irradiance ideal level that an aperture lens would receive in absence of atmospheric turbulence multiplied by a normalized irradiance component associated to the scintillation strength produced in the ith channel.
Without any loss of generality as well as for the sake of simplicity, the first component is considered equal to 1. The component I rx denotes a GG random variable modeling the normalized irradiance observed by the ith receiver. As indicated in [5, 31] , a GG normalized irradiance constitutes a modulated probability distribution function.
Accordingly, it consists of a doubly stochastic theory of scintillation, assuming that small scale irradiance fluctuations, Y i , are modulated by large-scale irradiance fluctuations, X i , of the propagating wave, both governed by independent gamma distributions. Then the irradiance can be defined by I rx,i = X i Y i , where both X i and Y i are defined by a gamma PDF. Further, it is considered that the same large eddies affect the signal received by the N receiver apertures as in [33] . Therefore, the large-scale component of scintillation is a common contribution for all of them, i.e., X i = X, ∀i = 1 . . .N. This case reflects the most unfavourable scenario for largescale scintillation since the more uncorrelated the received signals are, the more efficient the spatial diversity technique is. On the contrary, the diffractive small-scale turbulence effect Y i is dependent on each aperture, although it is assumed that all Y i will be identically distributed. Hence, we can write Eq. (1) as follows:
Parameters α x and α indicate the effective number of large-scale and small-scale eddies in the propagation path length, respectively, in the same manner as discussed in [31] .
The inclusion of channel correlation implies the obtention of the PDF associated to the sum of correlated gamma random variables. To this end, a N × N correlation matrix, C y is employed, given as:
with ρ i j being the correlation coefficient depending on the distance between ith and jth receiver apertures. As detailed in [33], by extending the Moschopoulos theorem [34] in the way proposed by Alouini et al. [35] , it is possible to obtain the PDF of V . Then, the statistical distribution of the total received irradiance, I, can be directly obtained by averaging the latter PDF (seen as a conditional one) over the gamma distribution characterizing the variable X.
Since α represents the effective number of small scale turbulent eddies for each of the N receiving channels, it is a reasonable assumption to consider α ∈ N, and after some mathematical manipulations, it is possible to obtain the PDF of the combined received irradiance as
where {λ i } N i=1 are the eigenvalues of the matrix A = DC, with D being a N × N diagonal matrix with the entries β for i = 1 . . .N, whereas C = C y is a N × N positive definite correlation matrix. Hence, det(A) = ∏ N i=1 λ i . Moreover, N denotes the number of different eigenvalues of matrix A and Γ(·) denotes the Gamma function whereas K ν (·) is the modified Bessel function of the second kind and order ν. Finally, c mi is a coefficient depending on I arising from a partial fraction expansion procedure, in the form:
whereî indicates that k j is omitted. On the other hand, (α j ) k j is the Pochhammer symbol, d i = −I/λ i , α i is the product of the algebraic multiplicity of the eigenvalue, denoted as μ A (λ i ), with the parameter α. Finally, the set of k i coefficients arises from the multinomial theorem given by:
and they are employed after calculating the generalized Leibniz rule, where the latter is required to obtain the c mi coefficients. Finally, it is straightforward to obtain u j = (w − d j ) −α j .
OCDMA-FSO network performance evaluation
In this section, we derive a closed-form analytic expression for the bit error rate associated to a combined OCDMA-FSO network taking into account both turbulence-induced scintillation and MAI. Then we investigate the following network scenarios: totally correlated channels, partially correlated channels and completely uncorrelated channels. We start with the error probability of a conventional OCDMA system, which is then averaged by the PDF associated to the atmospheric optical channel.
OCDMA BER evaluation
This subsection deals with the BER evaluation of the FFH-based OCDMA network. This network employs an OOK intensity-modulated incoherent structure, where each user transmits its assigned code sequence for data bit "1" whereas no signal is transmitted for data bit "0". There are several noise sources that affect the performance of OCDMA networks, such as time jitter, non-linear effects, channel impairments [36], temperature variation [3] and, certainly, MAI [37] . However, since MAI is usually the dominant noise component in such networks [1, 2] it is considered here as the only signal's degradation source in addition to the additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN). Notwithstanding the AWGN has no significant impact on the OCDMA performance, it may degrade the hybrid OCDMA-FSO network performance considerably due to the FSO link [8] . Thus, it is considered MAI and AWGN on the detection of the desired user's bit. Hence, the decision variable at the matched filter output becomes
where r(t) and C 1 (t) are, respectively, the received signal at the input of the decoder, and the encoded transmitted signal of the desired user. I I denotes the total MAI given by the sum of the interferences from all users. Finally, b ∈ {0, 1} is the binary data, W represents the code weigth whilst ξ is a zero-mean AWGN.
The FFH-based code employed here has maximum nonzero shift autocorrelation and crosscorrelation bounded by one [2, 27, 29] , and each interfering user contributes with only one chip overlapping on the desired user's code. It is assumed that transmissions among users are chipsynchronous, which reflects the worst possible scenario for the OCDMA performance analysis [28] . Now, the optimum threshold, μ, is set to μ = W + η [2] , where η = (U − 1)P is the MAI mean, with U representing the total number of simultaneous users in the network, with P being the probability of interference between the desired user and an interfering user defined as P = W 2 /(2LF) [29] , with F being the total number of available wavelengths. Then, considering that the transmission probabilities of bits "0" and "1" are equiprobable, the BER of the OCDMA network can be evaluated from the decision variable Z as [27]
where Q(·) is the well-known Q-function, ζ is the signal-to-interference ratio (SIR) of the OCDMA network that can be directly obtained as
with σ 2 = (U − 1)P(1 − P) denoting the MAI variance. Finally, σ 2 N represents the additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) variance characterizing ξ . Although MAI has a binomial distribution [28], the well-known Q(·) function is utilized here because the central limit theorem allows the MAI interference in single rate networks to be approximated by a Gaussian function as long as the number of simultaneous users are large enough [2, 27] . The BER performance analysis with additional deleterious noise sources will be published elsewhere.
OCDMA-FSO BER evaluation
This subsection presents the BER derivation of the hybrid OCDMA-FSO network considering both MAI and the atmospheric channel impairment effects. Then, since the FSO network has a random behavior related to the random turbulence conditions, it is necessary to average Eq. (8) over the irradiance PDF I. Thus, Eq. (8) becomes a conditional on the irradiance power and, from now onwards, is denoted as P b (e|I). The final BER expression is considered an average (ABER) denoted here as P b (e). Next, it is derived new P b (e) expressions considering three distinct scenarios based on the correlation degree among different received irradiance sequences. They are: (a) no correlation among small-scale fluctuations (considered the limiting case); (b) total correlation among small-scale scintillations ( also considered as the limiting case); and the generic case of (c) partially correlated sequences associated to the received irradiance contributions.
No correlation among irradiance sequences in the FSO receiver side
When the turbulent small-scale effects associated to each channel are completely independent, the scenario is reduced to a single-input single-output (SISO) channel with C Y becoming a diagonal correlation matrix. In this case, X ∼ G (α x , β x ) and V = ∑ N i=1 Y i ∼ G (Nα, 1/(Nα)) can be easily obtained from Eq. (2). Then, after substituting them into Eq. (4), the PDF of the received normalized irradiance becomes [33]:
It is straightforward to note that Eq. (10) is the single GG PDF with X and V modeled by a gamma distribution whose shape parameters are, respectively, α x and Nα. Subsequently, it is desired to average Eq. (10) over Eq. (8) to finally obtain the ABER of the OCDMA-FSO network. Thus, the BER conditioning on I, denoted as P b (e|I), becomes
Furthermore, the Q-function in Eq. (8) can be rewritten in terms of the complementary error function erfc(·). Then, both the erfc(·) and the modified Bessel integrands can be written as Meijer G functions using [38, Eqs. (07.34 .03.0619.01) and (07.34.03.0605.01)]. Such expression is therefore rearranged as 
where the signal-to-interference ratio, ζ , is given by Eq. (9).
Total Correlated Channels
This subsection deals with the BER derivation of the OCDMA-FSO network considering a total correlated channel scenario. This scenario, which consists of receiving N totally correlated small-scale irradiance fluctuations (in the receiver side) establishes the limiting case of the network as in the previous subsection. Thus, assuming that all the transmitted power is collected by N apertures, it can be easily obtained from (2) 1/(α) ). Then, the irradiance PDF follows a classic GG distribution [31], where α x and α are, respectively, its large and small scale parameters. Adopting a similar procedure as in the previous subsection, the corresponding ABER expression becomes
(15) It can be noted from Eq. (15) that both cases (N totally correlated small-scale scintillations and a single-aperture receiver) are identical. Finally, the superindex tc denotes total correlation.
Partially correlated channels
In this subsection, the closed-form ABER expression of the OCDMA-FSO network is derived assuming partially correlated channels, which is usually the generic scenario. Then, considering realistic correlation coefficients ρ i j , we can average Eq. (9) over Eq. (4) to solve Eq. (11), with the help of Eqs. (12) and (13) and [38, Eq. (07.34.21.0013.01)]. Hence, the ABER corresponding to the case of partially correlation, P pc b (e), can be written as
(16)
Results and discussions
The mathematical formalisms developed in the previous section are now applied to evaluate the performance of the OCDMA-FSO network for three scenarios, which are based on [2] and [33] .
It is worth mentioning that the Monte Carlo simulations were carried out for all scenarios investigated in this section. The numerical simulations agreed perfectly with the analytical ones show here. Hence, they do demonstrate that the new proposed BER expressions are robust and accurate. Thus, consider an OCDMA-FSO network employing FFH-based codes [2, 29] with code length, code weight, number of wavelengths, and number of users given, respectively, by W = 12, L = 12, F = 29, and U = 29. The number of simultaneous interfering users considered here is large enough so that MAI can be accurately approximated as Gaussian distributed [2, 27] .
For this current network configuration, the MAI variance changes from 2.69 (14 users) to 4.59 (29 users) according to the number of simultaneous users in the network. In addition, it is considered two distinct schemes in the FSO channel, namely, a SISO channel and a singleinput multiple-output scheme employing EGC spatial diversity technique with four aperture collecting lenses in the FSO receiver. In the latter scheme, it is assumed that the small-scale scintillation sequences are completely uncorrelated (ρ i j = 0 ∀i = j; ρ ii = 1). The parameters related to the gamma-gamma FSO channel are listed in Table 1 , which also includes the irradiance variance, σ 2 I , that affects the network. The average BER as a function of the number of simultaneous users is shown in Fig. 5 . All curves are directly obtained from Eqs. (14) -(16). This figure shows that the ABER tends to worsen as the number of simultaneous users increases. This occurs due to the increased MAI variance and, consequently, to the SIR reduction according to Eq. (9). Nevertheless, when U tends to infinity, the limiting values of Eqs. increases, the associated ABER decreases. For example, for the case of N = 1 (equivalent to the case of four totally correlated small-scale scintillations), and considering U = 20, we have obtained an associated ABER of 7.6 × 10 −11 , for σ 2 I = 0.003, whereas the ABER reduces to approximately 10 −3 when σ 2 I = 0.21. But remarkably it is still within the limit imposed by a forward error correction (FEC) technique (ABER ≤ 3.8 × 10 −3 , see horizontal dotted line in Fig. 5 ). Therefore, even for the worst fading intensity case studied (α x = α = 10), it is possible to accommodate all users in the error-free transmission regime when FEC is employed.
It can be further noted how the degree of correlation among channels influences the final performance of the OCDMA-FSO network. If we focus on the limiting cases (uncorrelated versus totally correlated small-scale fading), it is straightforward to extract the maximum benefit of this EGC spatial diversity technique. Hence, for U = 14, a received average BER of 7 × 10 −5 and 4 × 10 −5 for the cases of totally correlated and uncorrelated channels, respectively, are obtained for α x = α = 10. However, these values reduce, respectively, to 1.88 × 10 −14 and 3.81 × 10 −15 for α x = α = 666. Nevertheless, when the number of users increases to U = 29, the associated ABERs are 2.3 × 10 −3 and 7.1 × 10 −4 , respective to totally correlated channels and totally independent channels, with α x = α = 10. On the other hand, the improvement is less relevant for the case of α x = α = 666, which results in a BER of 4 × 10 −8 and 2.5 × 10 −8 , respective to total correlation and no correlation among small-scale scintillations. Finally, it can be concluded from Fig. 5 that the network has the best ABER performance under the ideal case, when scintillation effects are not considered. Subsequently, the ABER versus the SIR considering a weak-to-moderate turbulence regime is plotted in Fig. 6 for different number of simultaneous users in the OCDMA-FSO network (U = 1, 4, 14 and 24). The same three previously defined scenarios are again investigated. Since the numerical simulations agreed perfectly with the analytical results, they are not plotted in Fig. 6 for the sake of clarity.
As can be noticed from Fig. 6 , as the number of simultaneous users increases, the ABER performance decreases for all three turbulence scenarios. The ABER performance reduction is even more evident when the number of users in larger than 1. For such case, considering SNR = 7 dB, for 4 simultaneous users (black lines) under the totally uncorrelated scenario, the ABER is approximately 2.8 × 10 −5 whereas for 14 simultaneous users (blue lines) the ABER is reduced to approximately 5.4 × 10 −4 . Accordingly, if the number of simultaneous users increases to U = 24 (red lines), the ABER decreases to 1.7 × 10 −3 .
Notice further from Fig. 6 that there is an error floor in terms of ABER when more than 1 user is active in the network. Consequently, increasing the SNR after a certain level does not improve the ABER performance anymore. This is a well-known phenomenon induced by scintillation, as shown in [39, 40] . This effect is enhanced due to MAI present in OCDMA-FSO networks. Nevertheless, all simultaneous users can still obtain error-free transmissions (ABER ≤ 10 −12 ) as long as FEC (with only 7 % of overhead) [41] is employed under a SNR as low as -1 dB. Eventually, an ABER limit of 3.8 × 10 −3 [41] for hard decision (see horizontal dotted line in Fig. 6 ) should be adopted to implement this FEC algorithm, thus representing the error-free transmission limit. Regarding coherent OCDMA-FSO networks, where the bit information is encoded in the phase of an optical signal, the ABER performance may suffer serious deleterious effects due to phase variations, especially in the FSO channel. But this issue is beyond the scope of the present study and will be addressed in a future publication.
Concluding remarks
In this paper, we have presented and thoroughly described a hybrid solution based on OCDMA and FSO affected by MAI and correlated gamma-gamma atmospheric turbulence. The proposed architecture considers that users access the network in a fully asynchronous manner by means of assigned FFH-based codes. In addition, an EGC spatial diversity technique was employed in the FSO receiver side. Thus new analytical expressions to evaluate the network performance of this combined OCDMA-FSO system were derived.
We have investigated the limiting conditions for the system, which mainly depends on the correlation degree among small-scale fluctuations in the received irradiance sequences since large-scale component of scintillation is supposed to be a common contribution for all of them. Consequently, depending on that aforementioned correlation degree, we have established two limiting cases: (a) no correlation among small-scale fluctuations, as shown in Eq. (14); and (b) total correlation among small-scale scintillation sequences, as represented in Eq. (15). The former condition case, considered of great interest, allows one to estimate the maximum possible benefit of the EGC spatial diversity technique. Conversely, Eq. (15) allows the performance investigation of the network with only one larger FSO receiver aperture. Both equations represent in a simple expression the upper and lower bounds, respectively, of the EGC technique studied in this paper. In addition, we have derived a closed-form ABER expression, Eq. (16), for the general performance case, where the correlation coefficient between any pair of received sequences is from 0 to 1.
The obtained results show that both the presence of a turbulent medium and the consideration of MAI in the system constitute limiting factors degrading the behavior of the system in terms of ABER. In this sense, the stronger the intensity of the turbulence, the worse the ABER expected in the network. Furthermore, the combination of interfering users and turbulence plus MAI induces the presence of an error floor in the system that may be impossible to overcome, even if the AWGN power is totally removed from the system.. Fortunately, by including a hard decision forward error correction with 7 % overhead, it is possible to recover the transmitted information for all cases displayed in Fig. 6 (up to 24 users in the system in a weak-to-moderate turbulence regime) as long as the SNR is at least −1 dB. Therefore, this hybrid OCDMA-FSO network is indeed a prospective alternative to deliver high-speed communication services to remote access networks with deficient fiber infrastructure.
Appendix: Symbols and notation

Symbol
Description
Binary data (b ∈ {0, 1}) C N × N positive definite correlation matrix (= C y ) c mi Coefficient from a partial fraction expansion procedure C y N × N channel correlation matrix 
